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"FOOD ... FOOD ... EVERYWHERE. .. 
BUT NOT A BITE TO EA TI" <> 

The story you are about to read is true. 
The names have not been changed 

<> to proltect the guilty. 0 

CHAPTIER ONE 
DOoThe Ｂｓｵｦｦ･ｲｩｮｧｾｃｬ｡ｳｳＢ＠

o Revolutionooo <> 
000000000000000000000000000000000 
We have all heard the low·keyed warnings. Newspapers 

and magazine authors, as well as television personalities cau· 
tion: " Cut back on salt." But few of us have heard the details 
of exactly why we should use less salt. And even fewer of 
us have been given the stefrby·step instructions on how to 
set up a completely salt-free dietary that is both palatable 
and possible. So ... in a spirit of self-discipline, some of us 
shake the salt shaker only 3 times over each meal instead 
of 6, as we lull ourselves into thinking we have "cut back" 
on our salt use. For we havle not yet discovered that an 
estimated 85% of our salt intake is from processed, prepared 
foods and that only 15% comes from the saltcellar itself. In 
the meantime, we live as victims of the " 1t·Can't·Happen· 
tcrMe Syndrome." And the relentless ravages of daily meg· 
adoses of sodium chloride in our cells from The Standard 
American Diet (SAD) takes its toll. The reality is that we are 
thoughtlessly, yet systematically, setting ourselves up for a 
number of debilitating-if not fatal-diseases. 

The salt facts have been around for a long time, even 
though they do have to be searched out. Indeed, the hazards 
of salt are no well·kept secret. In the final analysis, therefore, 
each of us is at fault for our own ignorance as to the harm 
of sodium chloride use. But our "semiconscious health con· 
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sciousness" has us tricked into thinking that if we never pick 
up the table salt, we are "paying enough attention" to the 
salt in our diet. In actuality, we are almost totally unaware 
of how salted The Standard American Diet is and of just how 
much damage a steady diet IOf salted food can do. 

Furthermore, we have no idea whatsoever that a well-
planned and sensible, viable ,md even attractive alternative 
to the standard American food supply .. .in all its salt-free 
g/ory ... is being practiced by tens of thousands of Americans 
loday! These people are members of a movement ... The 
Natural Hygiene Revolution, Natural Hygiene is The 
Superlative Alternative Health Care System, If practiced in 
its entirety, you will not only be " salt-free." But you will 
be restored ... lo your highest possible health potential, tak-
ing into account your remaining energy reserves and bodily 
tissue integrity. 

" _. 
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THE BASIC TENETS OF NATURAL HYGIENE 
1 ... NATURAl HYGIENE holds that health is the normal state of all living 

organisms and that health is mainllained through natural, self-initiating, 
self-healing processes. 

2 .•. NATURAl HYGIENE holds that the one cause of all disease is the toxic 
saturation at the cellular level of the bodily tissues, bloodstream, and 
fluids brought on by the depletion of Nerve Energy reserves through 
wrong living habits. This state of self-poisoning is alternately termed 
"Auto-Intoxication," "Toxicosis," and "Toxemia." 

3 ... NATURAl HYGIENE views disease as orderly retrograde changes on 
the cellular level as a result of Toxicosis. In order to prevent these 
retrograde changes and to fOlrestall morphological changes and 
degenerations for as long as pc.ssible, the body attempts to isolate 
and/or eliminate abnormal accumulations of metabolic waste and 
ingested poisons. Such bodily anempted actions of elimination may be 
called "disease" (acute) and se,rve to prevent the morphological, 
degenerative changes. 

4 ... Because Toxicosis is " the one cause of all disease," NATURAL HYGIENE 
refutes the concept that microorganisms or "germs" or " viruses" are 
the sole, causative factors of disease. 

5 ... Because only the body is capable of instituting cleansing and healing 
processes, NATURAL HYGIENE n*cts the ingestion of any substances 
which the body cannot metaboli2:e and assimilate and which cannot be 
used in the normal, metabolic pr'Ocesses to thus be appropriated into 
bodily tissue. Such unnatural substances can only further enervateand 
poison the body and are not tobe!considered as "food" or "nutrition," 
in any way. Both medication and " quasi-food" substances typical of the 
chemicalized, processed food sUlpply are included in this enervating, 
poisoning category and are, therefore, considered to be life-
threatening. 

6 ... NATURAl HYGIENE recommends the following as The Ideal Diet and 
the only foods fit forthe highest It:!vel of human health and well-being: 
whole, raw fruits, vegetables, nluts and seeds; prepared in proper 
combination and eaten in moderation when in a state of Emotional 
Balance. 

7 ... NATURAl HYGIENE employs fa:sting, which provides deep physical, 
physiological, sensory, mental, and emotional rest. This deep and 
almost total rest provides the body with the ideal conditions necessary 
for the regeneration of Nerve Energy necessary for the repair of 
damages and for the elimination of toxins. 

8 ... NATURAl HYGIENE maintains that health is the personal responsibility 
of each individual and that vibrant health is achieved only by the 
conscientious application of healthful living practices in all areas of 
one's life. 
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These Tenets are, of course, in direct opposition to The 
Stereotype Medical Mentalit\, which thrives on The Germ 
Theory of disease and the belief that health comes through 
drugging and doctors. Nevertheless, thousands of people na-
tionwide are living these Tenets with amazing success stories. 
The\' tell of coming from the dregs of low energ\, and/or of 
being rescued at Death's Doorstep after lifetimes of indulg-
ing in The SAD Diet and after mindlessly doing what the doc-
tors demanded, even though they worsened with each of-
fice call, prescription, and surgery. 

Natural Hygiene encourages you to likewise give up "The 
Medical Mentality. " To turn your backs on conventional 
medical treatment, doctors, drugs, surgery, chemotherapy, 
radiation .... This encouragement to reject The Medical Men-
tality is what makes Natural Hygiene "revolutionary." The 
"revolt" is based on The Physiological Laws of Life and the 
simple is. only one cause for all disease: 

THE ONE CAUSE OIF ALL 

"TOXEMIA" ..• 

•.• "AUTOINTOXICA 

••• "TOXICOSIS" ••• 

These 3 terms are almost synonymous for the same concept: 
the saturation of the bloodstream and / or tissues with toxic 
waste, caused by insufficient nerve energy to perform basic 
eliminative tasks. 

:7 
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., 'J • THE 2 SOURCES OF TOXEMIA 1& 7£0., 
Hygiene recognizes 2 ways in which we poison ourselves: 

we create poisons "born within" the body called "en-
dogenous toxins" ("endo" meaning " within" and "gen" 
meaning "birth"); and we take in poisons " horn out of" the 
body called "exogenous poisons" ("exo" meaning "out of" 
and " gen" meaning "birth"). These sources of Toxemia are 
I isted as follows: 

ENDOGENOUS TOXINS FROM: 
1. Metabolic waste, on-gOing, toxic byproducts on 

the cellular level 
2. Spent debris from dead cells & cellular activity 
3. Emotional/mental distress 
4. Physical distress/fatigue (especially overeating) 

EXOGENOUS POISONS FROM: 
1. Unnatural food and drinlk. 
2. Natural food deranged by cooking/refining/ pre-

serving (includes deran@;ement from wrong food 
combinations) 

3. Improper food combinations that result in 
endogenous toxins 

4. Medical/pharmaceutical/herbal drugging 
5. Smoking, alcohol, recreational drugging 
6. Environmental/commercial/ industrial pollutants 
7. Impure air and water 

It is easy to see that of these 10 secondary sources of self-
poisoning, the first 2 sources Ulnder Endogenous Toxins are 
natural, normal events over which we have no control at all. 
The next 2 sources of emotional distress and physical fatigue 
can be greatly minimized if we change a few basic eating/liv-
ing habits. And virtually all sources of exogenous self-
poisoning are under our direct control, especially the first 
2 items: " Unnatural food and drink" and " food deranged 
by cooking/refining/preserving." It is with these 2 sources 
of Exogenous Toxemia that The Salt Conspiracy is concemed. 
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For these pages will clearly ,establish that salt is toxic and 
that The Standard American Diet is pickled in salt...which 
leaves the SAD diner with a miniature ocean of deadly brine 
for a bloodstream. 

To continue with " The Toxemic Connection," do under-
stand that a lifestyle dominat.,d by energy-robbing habits in-
evitably leads to complete e}C:haustion-mental, emotional, 
physical, and spiritual . The body continues to function-but 
in a state of "enervation": it is "out of nerve energy." And 
when nerve energy is low, bodily performance of basic met-
abolic tasks is handicapped. In particular, the elimination of 
toxic waste at the cellular level is impeded: the body must 
operate under a toxic overload. Poisons saturate first the 
bloodstream and then the cell s/ti ssues/organs/systems. 

Continued overload of poisons results in waste being stored 
in "out-of-the-way depots": joints, arteries, fatty tissues, 
tumors, cysts, and so on. And--/ogicalfy enough-where the 
toxins are deposited is the name of the disease! How-
ever ... whereas medica l sc ience cata logues over 20,000 
names for individual diseases, Natural Hygiene sees one 
disease: Toxemia. And wh4=reas medical science offers 
thousands of drugs and numerous therapies all of which have 
pitiful success rates, Natural Hygiene offers one program with 
astounding success records. The forteof Natural Hygiene is 
that it prescribes a systematic process of bodily detoxifica-
tion on the cellular level that is achieved through abandon-
ment of wrong living practices and the embracement of Right 
Living Practices. Salt in the diet is one of these "wrong-living 
practices" to abandon . 

And so, while Natural Hygiene paints out the toxicity of 
salt and the dangers of The SAD Diet, this health-care system 
is much more than simply a diet. Natural Hygiene, that is, 
teaches a nontoxic way of life. Instead of "burning our 
candles at both ends," Hygiene advocates an energy-con-
servative approach. These tealchings are neatly summarized 
by the following comparisonls: 
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THE ENERGY ENHANCERS 

1. Cleanliness - both external 
ｾ＠ '1 & on the level of the bodily 

ｾ＠ tissues & fluids 

2. Pure Air 

3. Pure Water 

4. Adequate Rest & Sleep 

5. The Ideal Diet 

6. Adequate Sunshine & Natural 
Light 

7. Right Temperatures 

8. Regular Exercise 

9. Emotional Balance & Freedom 
from Addictions, with high self-
esteem & a purposeful life with 
meaningful gOials 

10. Nurturing Relationships t 
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THE ENERGY ROBBERS 

1. Uncleanliness - both ex-
ternal & Olrl the level of the 
bodily tissues & fluids 

2. Unclean Air 

3. Impure Water 

4. Inadequate Rest & Sleep 

5. The SAD Diet 

6. Inadequate Sunshine & Natural 
light 

7. Abnormal Temperatures 

8. lack of Regular Exercise 

9. Emotional UnBalance & Slavery 
to Addictions , with low self-
esteem & a purposeless life 
without meanlingful goals 

10. Toxic Relationships 

II 1 
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While Natural Hygiene stresses the importance of a total 
health program by embracing all The Energy Enhancers, the 
emphasis of this book is to get the salt out of your system. 
For purposes of achieving a salt-free eating plan, therefore, 
note the boxed, salt-related Energy Enhancers and Energy 
Robbers items: #1, #4, and #9. For as the following chapters 
establish, salt is a poison administered in inescapably huge 
doses to anyone on the Standard American Diet. Further-
more, it is an addiction that poisons the bloodstream and 
tissues and drains us of nerve energy. Keep in mind, it is the 
loss of nerve energy that sets us on the downward staircase 
into Toxemia and disease. 

ｾ＠ 7 sac.. ..t... 
ｔｾｅ＠ DESCENT INTO DISEASE ., 

STEP ONE: ENERVATlON ... To.al exhaustion. 
STEP TWO: TOXEMIA ... Nerve "nergy is too low to eliminate 
metabolic waste and ingested poisons. Toxic waste builds 
up. 
STEP THREE: IRRITATION ... Toxic buildup causes irritation 
and feeling iII-at-ease. 
STEP FOUR: INFlAMMATlON ... Toxic buildup ca uses 
tissue inflammation. Pain and pl3thological symptoms occur. 
STEP FIVE: UlCERATlON ... Tissues ulcerate to form an 
outlet for toxic buildup. Pain intensifies. 
STEP SIX: INDURATION ... Ulc,erated tissues harden orform 
scar tissue to encapsulate ta>dc buildup from rest of the 
body. 
STEP SEVEN: CHRONIC DEGENERATlON .. .whole organs 
and systems are destroyed . Faj lure of vital organs results in 
deaV • • 

ｾｔｈｅ＠ PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK Jtt 
This book is written with the hope that it is not too long 

and not too technical and not too tedious to hold your 
salted attention . If you will follow i t to the end, if you invest 
the hour or two of reading to reach " The Salted Bottom 
line," you will share in priceless knowledge ... and you will 
never be the same. 
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For you will then realize the seriousness of the Salt 
Pathologies. AND ... you will see the evil of Profiteers who 
conspire to keep the American food supply salted and the 
American consumer addicted and devoted at the level of the 
pocketbook. As the facts are laid out, you will marvel at the 
seemingly inescapable and intricate web these Conspirators 
have woven to make empires on their addicting, "Can't-Eat-
Just-One," processed foods. The Medical Men make fortunes 
on the Standard American Diet (SAD) pathologies. And the 
Congressmen make legisl ation of questionable quality on our 
SAD-<lrugged mentalities. Finally, in this book, you will be 
introduced to The Natural Hygiene Revolution and its dietary 
plan th at makes many ｰｲｯｭｩ ｾ Ｕ･ｳ＠ ... if you are willing to take 
personal responsibility for your own Healthfu l Living Prac-
tices. These promises incl udE! a restora tion to your highest 
health potential, a return to your highest mental clarity, and 
a fre edom from th e addiction and mind -possess ion of The 
Salt (commercial/ medical /p harma ceuti cal/governme ntal) 
Con spiracy. 

It is true that we are all to blame for our own salt use/ad-
diction. And it is undoubtedly true that most of the so-called 
"Consp irators " them selves are sharing in the national 
saltaholism right along with the rest of us. But keep in mind 
that addiction is not a respecter of persons. And it knows 
no logic . Salt addiction, as we shall see, is not only a matter 
of tastiness; rather , it occurs on the biochemical, physiologi -
cal, anatomical levels as well. Most of us became life-long 
salt addicts on the se ph ysical levels in the womb. To make 
the addiction complete , big Ibusine ss brainwashes us with 
billion-dollar campaigns to k,eep us reaching for the salted 
food. Add to this the social, cultural, familial salt-loving 
habits ... and escape seems impossible. 

Withdrawal is neither pleasant nor easy for many. So while 
it is our own fault when we pick up the saltshaker or lift the 
salty, processed food to our mouths, remember, we are deal-
ing with an addiction ... "cunning, powerful, baffling." And 
although the proof is now in that a salty diet is " Hazardou s 
to Your Health," this salt addiction is supported by the Food 
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Men, the Medicine Men, and the Law Men. In fact, in a soci-
ety where the Doctors and Legislators could put controls on 
what goes into the food supply in the name of " health and 
the general welfare," instead, we see the vast majority of the 
members of these two groups quietly condoning or vocif-
erously supporting the Food Giants. 

Yes, in the final analysis, each person is to blame for the 
addictions of his affection. But in the case of salt-related 
pathologies, it is a high price to pay. The typical scenario 
repeated in mitrons of homes across our Nation goes like 
this: 

A membe uffering Class" develops a salt-induced 
pathology th bnngs on untold, unimaginable physical and 
emotional misery. His " life" comes to a sudden halt as the 
symptoms-in time-compiete'ly debilitate him. " Life" as he 
once knew it ceases. His " Life" becomes the disease: the vic-
tim now spends his time " Iearning to li ve with it" as his con-
d ition progressively worsens. Loved ones are tortured, emo-
tionally scarred for life in the process, as they stand by 
helplessly. Finally, if the salt-victim lives long enough to ex-
haust the insurance policies, the family coffers are emptied; 
and indebtedness becomes the newly inflicted way of life 
for years to come. Ultimately, the unenlightened Nteclical fvl.en 
exchange family fortunes for worthless solutions. 

When all is "said and done," each person is to blame for 
his own self-administered, self-i nduced salt pathology. Never-
theless, the food industriallmedicallpharmaceuticallgovern-
mental powers are not making matters easier for us! They 
could be limiting (if not eliminating) the use of sodium 
chloride in prepared foods. Additionally, they could be re-
quiring that all prepared foods note the salt content on their 
labels. The point is ... these "powers that be" could be directly 
helping the American people instead of consciously, delib-
erately working against us. ,A,nd so ... even if you do not 
believe an actual "Conspiraq l" exists in the name of "Un-
controlled Greed and Selfishness" as herein proposed, for 
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the actual effect the actions lor lack thereoO these power 
groups have on our National food supply and health, it may 
as well be a Conspiracy! For these groups are-in effect if 
not in actuality-working against our constitutional rights 
of ... "lIFE (that is, 'HEALTH'), LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT 
OF HAPPINESS." The point is that without health, life and 
liberty have little meaning; and pursuit of happiness is only 
wishful thinking or a daydream in the middle of disease. 

Yes, each person is ultimately at fault for his own sah-
aholism. But a closer examinaltion of the forces that conspire 
to keep us saltaholics are surely not white and blameless as 
innocent lambs. For whether "The Salt Conspiracy" is ac-
tual or imagined, the salt-poisoned food supply is real! And 
evil permeates its planning and profits. In the meantime ... the 
rich get richer while the sick get sicker ... and poorer. The 
American Natural Hygiene Revolution calls for an uprising 
of the sick, addicted, suffering. victimized masses. It calls for 
an overthrow of The Rich and Powerful and Evil by the "Suf-
fe(ing Class of America." 

ｾｾｾｾｾｾ＠
THE SALT CONSPIRACY IS, THEREFORE, A DIRECT 

INDICTMENT: 

* Against the Food Capitalists who promote a 
food supply laced w ith a known addicting 
poison in the names O"f "f1avor enhancement," 
"shelf life/ ' and " profit." * Against the medical and pharmaceutical 
Businessmen who del iberately withdraw into 
anonymity or vague statements when their 
stance against this known health hazard could 
significantly reduce the National salt epidemic. * Against the Politicians who actively support 
legislation in favor air salt-lacing. 

ｾｾＢＡｾｾｾ＠
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THE MEDICAL MENTAlITY ... (at its worst) 
722 22 £ 2'£2 ar £1£2 s2' 2 •• S.27_ 
1. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY hold:s that a person can appear "perfectly 

healthy" one day and then be mysteriously, inexplicably stricken with a 
dreaded disease virtually overnight. 

2. THE MEDICAL MENTALfTY basically supports a belief in "The Germ 
Theory'" asoliginally proposedl7ylouisF>asteur:diseaseiscausedby miaoorganisms 
or viruses foreign to the body, which they then invade and use as a host. 

3. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY holds that there are over 20,000 known 
diseases, each with its own cause or causes. Years of scientists' time and 
billions of dollars are spent annually, searching for the external causes of 
various diseases and their ｡ｮｴｩ､ｯｴｾ［ Ｎ＠

4. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY looks at the "disease" process as something 
which "happens to the body" and, therefore, as something which can - and 
must - be slopped: the symptoms must be palliated or supressed; the 
diseased tissue must be radiated Oul Ofcut out or drugged into remission; the 
body must, in some way be "treated" with some sort of doctor prescribed 
thef"apy or other. 

5. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY teaches. you that nearly everybody gets sick of 
something as they age. Doctors typically state: "You will just havetoleam to 
live with ill" (meaning the pain) ... if standard medical treatment cannot help 
you. 

6. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY is not i nteresled in promoting dietary nutrition 
as an integral part of either getting well or staying well, although it may make 
minor concessions such as recol1lmendlng a reduct ion in salt or the 
adoption of a weight-loss program. The attitude, however, is that even ilthers 
were something to th is "dietary nutrition," people would not change their 
eating habits anyway. 

7. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY looks at thepracliceof lasting to besynonymous 
with starvation; and it is, therefore, viewed asa form of dangerous extremism. 

8. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY refuses to acknowledge the evidence that any 
alternative health care systems have any validity. It does this in the face 01 
vast amounts 01 evidence and carefully kept records. Any improvement on 
the part of individuals under thes;e alternative health care systems are 
altribuled to chance or other causes 0( branded "dangerous" regardtess 01 
how much the person has improvec!. 

9. THE MEDICAL MENTALITY encoui/"ages bolh a belief in snd a dependence 
on the medical/pharmaceutical complex as the final authority on all health 
questions and the only real source 01 individual health. Conditioning in our 
society is through both subUecues liS well as open intimidation to so believe 
and depend. 

10. Au victim of THE MEDICAL MENTALITY, you subJectyouraelvesand your 
loved ones to continued medIcal treatment, disregarding the reaJlty that you 
are only getting worse as the treatlTlI!nt continues. Furthermore, you have no 
desire to search lor II worttable alternative health care system and no deslre 
to learn how to take personal respo nslbillty lor your own health. 

Please click on www.Health4TheBiliions.org for our 1.000 Nalural Hygiene lillesl 
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THE TIWTH 

If we, liThe Common People" and IIMembers of the Suf· 
fering Class" are to protect ourselves against ItWickedness 
in High Places," we must filrst know the truth! The Salt 
Conspiracy, therefore, instructs us as to the following: 

1. Salt (or ... sodium chloride) ｩｾＡｩ＠ toxic to human life; sodium, 
in contrast to salt, is life Imhancing. 

2. The Standard American Oi"t (SAD) is highly salted, while 
The Ideal Diet promoted tlhrough Natural Hygiene and 
High-Energy Methods is sodium sufficient. 

3. The appeal of salt in processed foods is due exclusively 
to its ability to add flavor to tasteless, bland, dead food, 
and to its ability to addicll the user. 

4. Salt is a protoplasmic poi!ion that contributes directly 
to a number of acute and chronic diseases; its use, es-
pecially to the llsalt-sensiti1ve" individual, contributes to 
premature aging and earlll death. 

5. The government and medicilUdrug industries are in a Con-
spiracy (In effect, if not in reality!) with the food pro-
fiteers to salt-lace the food supply. 

6. The adoption of the fooolplan detailed herein by the 
teachings of "pure" NatUl'al Hygiene and High-Energy 
Methods allows us to avoid the salt addiction/disease syn-
drome while making a soICial/economic/political state-

ｱＪｩｬｾｩｬｴｾｍ＠
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